**Step 1**
Attach the LEFT LEGS & RIGHT LEGS to the BASE using four (4) ½” BOLTS and four (4) ¼” LOCK WASHERS as shown. When you install the LEFT LEG & RIGHT LEG, please make sure that the holes at the top of the LEGS are facing out. Please note that the wheel legs have inside and outside sides. The axel will not fit through the legs if the outside of the leg is not facing out.

![Diagram showing Step 1](image1)

**Step 2**
Attach the LEG CROSSBAR to the frame as shown making sure that the holes on the CROSSBAR are facing inward. See below.

![Diagram showing Step 2](image2)
**Step 3**
Attach BOTTOM SHELF to the LEGS (as shown below).

**Step 4**
Install the LEG BRACES to the LEGS using eight (8) LOCK WASHERS and eight (8) \( \frac{1}{2} \)” BOLTS as shown. Remember to NOT tighten the bolts until completing step 6.
**Step 6**

Attach the GAS GRILL BODY and CHARCOAL GRILL BODY to the LEG CROSSBAR using eight (8) ½” BOLTS, eight (8) LOCK WASHERS and eight (8) FLAT WASHERS in order shown. Make sure to insert the bolt first through the lock washer then the flat washer then through the grill body as shown.

Turn grill assembly up on end as shown and tighten ALL nuts and bolts.
Step 7

Attach (2) SLIDER BRACKETS and (1) STOPPER BRACKET to Bottom of GRILL BODY as shown on Figure 2 and Figure 3 using (6) #10-24 x 0.40” bolts. NOTE: Oriented Brackets as shown in Figure 1. Install CATCH PAN by placing CATCH PAN support brackets on top of SLIDER BRACKETS underneath GRILL BODY, see Figure 4, and then slide it forward until you can hang the CATCH PAN side bracket onto the STOPPER BRACKET. From the rear of the grill, slide the GREASE TRAY into the guides/ rails under the CATCH PAN.
Step 8
Install the SIDE BURNER and the CONTROL PANEL to the GRILL BODY with eight (8) \( \frac{1}{2}'' \) BOLTS and eight (8) LOCK WASHERS. Make sure the SIDE BURNER VALVE tip is completely inside of the SIDE BURNER VENTURI TUBE see figure below. (NOTE: Hose should be on the outside of the leg brace). Then tighten all the bolts. Slide GREASE TRAY onto the rail underneath CATCH PAN. Slide the other GREASE TRAY onto the rail underneath the SIDE BURNER PAN.

**Note:** the hose should be on the outside of the leg brace.
**Step 9**

Install the MAIN BURNERS into the GRILL BODY by first inserting the open end of the BURNERS through the holes in the front of the grill body. Making sure the VALVE tips are inside the burner tubes. The BURNER with the longest wire is installed on the right side of the GAS GRILL BODY. Secure the BURNER to the GAS GRILL BODY with the SCREWS provided.

**Step 10**

Insert the IGNITER WIRES, which are attached to the underside of each BURNER, through the same hole in the GRILL BODY that the BURNER goes through and then attach the WIRE to the backside of the ELECTRONIC IGNITER, which is attached to the back side of the CONTROL PANEL. Any wire can go into any of the three sockets on the Electronic Igniter.
**Step 11**
Install the CONDIMENT BASKET to the CHARCOAL GRILL BODY using four (4) LOCK WASHERS and four (4) ½” BOLTS. From inside the GRILL BODY the BOLTS go through a LOCK WASHER and then through the GRILL BODY and then screw into the CONDIMENT BASKET.

**Step 12**
Install the SIDE DAMPER to the CHARCOAL GRILL BODY using one (1) ½” BOLT. The BOLT should first go through a FLAT WASHER then the DAMPER then the GRILL BODY then another FLAT WASHER then a LOCK WASHER and then secured with a HEX NUT. See below.
Step 13
Attach the SIDE HANDLE to the right side of the CHARCOAL GRILL BODY using two (2) ½” BOLTS and two (2) LOCK WASHERS as shown. From inside the GRILL BODY insert each BOLT through a LOCK WASHER and then through the GRILL BODY and then screw into the SIDE HANDLE. See below.

Step 14
Attach the HOOD HANDLES to the GRILL HOODS with four (4) LOCK WASHERS and four (4) WING NUTS as shown below.
Step 15
Install the GAS CHIMNEY to the GAS GRILL HOOD and the CHARCOAL CHIMNEY to the CHARCOAL GRILL HOOD. Insert the CHIMNEYS through each hole from inside the HOOD and secure with two (2) HEX NUTS and two (2) ½” BOLTS for each CHIMNEY, see below.

Step 16
Insert the THERMOMETERS through BEZEL into the GRILL HOODS and secure with two (2) WING NUTS as shown.
Step 17
Attach HOODS to the GRILL BODIES using HINGE PINS as shown. Have your helper stand behind the grill to hold the HOODS in place and keep them from falling. First place the GAS HOOD onto the GRILL BODY in the closed position then screw the left HINGE PIN into place. Then place the Charcoal HOOD in place and screw in the right HINGE PIN. Carefully and slightly open the Charcoal HOOD and insert the center HINGE PIN from inside the charcoal grill through the HOOD then through the Gas HOOD and Body as shown. Then insert COTTER PINS through the holes in the three HINGE PINS.
Step 18

Before attaching WARMING RACKS you must attach the warming rack pivot BOLTS to the GRILL HOOD and BODY. Insert the 1½” BOLTS through the holes in the sides of the HOODS from the outside and tighten the HEX NUTS on the inside of the HOODS. Insert the 1½” BOLTS through the holes in the sides of the GRILL BODIES from the outside and tighten the HEX NUTS on the inside of the GRILL BODIES. Now, you can attach the warming racks to these bolts as shown below and secure with HEX NUTS only finger tight.

Step 19

Set the POT STAND in place over the SIDE BURNER. Next install the three (3) FLARE-UP SHIELDS over the BURNER TUBES then hang the FIRE GRATE/ASH PAN from the FIRE GRATE HANGERS on the catch tabs that are welded to the inside of the CHARCOAL GRILL BODY sides.
**Step 20**
Install the COOKING GRATES.

**Step 21**
Slide the GREASE TRAY into place on the guide rails under the Side Burner as shown below. Insure that the GREASE TRAY is centered under the burner.
**Step 22**

1. Place a standard 20 lb. Type 1 LP gas cylinder (see below, not included) into the cart assembly and connect the cylinder with the gas hose/regulator as shown. (See page 19 for further instructions).

2. Turn the Screw on the left side of the base panel clockwise to secure the standard 20 lb. LP gas cylinder.

**NOTE:** Hose must go under and to the outside of the leg brace.

---

**Purging using a type 1 connection:**

L.P. Gas cylinder evacuation can be accomplished during each purging by using a Type 1 connection. The Type 1 valve outlet has an external 1 5/16” ACME right hand tread which will accept this connection.
**Step 23**
Install Igniter battery by turning the Igniter push button cap counter-clockwise until the igniter button detaches, then install a AA battery making sure the positive(+) end is under the push button. Then re-attach the igniter button by turning it clockwise. Press the igniter button and make sure all 3 igniters that are attached to the burner tubes are creating a spark.

**Step 24**
Tighten ALL BOLTS and NUTS.
Fully Assembled

Caution: Use only the regulator provided!
If a replacement is necessary, please call our customer service department, 912-638-4724. Do NOT use replacement parts that are not intended for this grill.

Hint: The paper label that is affixed to the hood is more easily removed when the hood is warm. Any remaining glue residue can be cleaned off with a spray lubricant like WD-40. Do NOT use any other type of solvent or cleaner because this will damage the finish/paint/coating on the grill.